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Durant Kevin will visit the Greater China region since July 11th, has to Guangzhou, Hongkong, Taipei three cities. Kevin Durant will
share the training methods of training professional attitude and unremittingly to China all the basketball loving young people, and the
official opening held for the majority of consumers NIKE RISE ACADEMY training service. in early 2008, Kevin Durant has brought
new title to Taipei, to encourage more young players dedicated to training, to win; in 2012, has been in the League to prove the
strength of Kevin Durant to Shanghai, to join the "Nike sports exchange, by scoring Hequan star MVP has encouraged many young in
2013, Kevin Durant player; again visiting China and Taipei, to encourage all the young people in the summer evening out of the
house, go on the pitch, adhere to the training, to achieve their dreams. Head coach NIKE RISE "even gifted, without hard training,
talent will be mediocre. Durant Kevin said. After this year, Kevin Durant after hibernation, relying on adhere to the training and
extraordinary willpower strong return, and will once again come to China to share his passion for basketball and mentality. At the
same time, he also appeared on the NIKE RISE ACADEMY service training, professional training methods of scientific and
systematic introduction to the basketball fans, and encourage him / her by thinking on the pitch and pitch to under continuous selfimprovement. And hope that the majority of basketball fans to understand: if you want to improve the level of basketball, to accept the
systematic, targeted training and with the actual combat experience, will be more effective than a simple increase in playing time.
since the summer of 2016, NIKE RISE ACADEMY will be the first to open in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hongkong, Taipei and
Kaohsiung 6 city, the original intention and goal is for all love basketball participants provide a series of training and entity service
platform, to help them have better performance on the court. Both elite players, basketball fans, female basketball fans, or simply love
basketball young people can find their own services and training courses in NIKE RISE ACADEMY. Over the past two years, Nike
"played tricks" inspire many people involved in basketball, and now, NIKE RISE ACADEMY will use the new and complete service
and training course system, help:
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